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Disclaimer
No advice
This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice,
financial advice, trading advice or recommendation by Meta
Comies, its affiliates, or its respective officers,
directors, managers, employees, agents, advisors or
consultants on the merits of purchasing Meta Comies Coin
nor should it be relied upon in connection with any other
contract or purchasing decision.
Not a sale of security
Meta Comies Coin serving strictly as a utility token in
jurisdiction and
should not be considered a security or regulated token of
any kind, and isn’t categorized as a fiat/asset backed
stable coin.
Risk statements
Meta Comies Coin holders and traders claim to have read
the correct technical, regulatory and legal advice prior
to viewing this Whitepaper or the Meta Comies website and
accepting the inherent risk in accessing or using any form
of block chain or Crypto technology, token, platform, and
interface and further acknowledges with full disclaimer
the full potential for loss and damages suffered.
Professional advice
You should consult a lawyer, accountant, tax professional
and/or any other professional advisors as necessary prior
to determining whether to purchase Meta Comies Coin.

Tokenomics
Meta Comies Coin is a decentralized crypto asset
was created by Meta Comies team to ensure the
security, privacy and freedom of the community,
people can use Meta Comies Coin for investments,
send payments or make purchases inside or outside
MetaComies.com. Meta Comies has no functions that
can effect it's price of community investments like
disabling, pausing or minting.
Coin Name: Meta Comies.
Coin Symbol: MC.
Network: Binance Smart Chain.
Contract Address:
0x725e2ecf9a78a90ae62193d7ac5d4079c74ca06b.
Functions: No disable, blacklist or mint functions.
Tax: 1% on buying, 1% on selling transactions.
Total supply: 1.000.000.000
Airdrop: 1%
Presale: 60%
Public Sale: 30%
Team vesting: 9%

Road Map
Create the crypto asset.
Audit report.
1% Airdrop to 1000 random wallets.
Presale on Pinksale.
Update the BSCScan profile.
CMC and CG listing.
Update Trust wallet profile.

Marketing Plan
Press Releases (Bloomberg, Yahoo Finance, Yahoo
Money, Yahoo News, MarketWatch, Digital
Journal).
BSCSCAN ads.
Poocoin ads.
Coinsniper promo.
CNTOKEN promo.
Avedex Listing - Chinese and Korean audience.
Social Media promo (Youtube, Tiktok, Telegram
Vemon + Lemon + ceasers calls and AMA's,
Reddit.

